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Justice of Another Kind. Laying Claims
to the Past in Post-Dictatorial Albania
Andreas Hemming
German-Albanian Friendship Association
Topi është i imi, penalltinë e gjuaj vetë
(The ball is mine, I‘ll shoot the penalty myself )
Albanian folk proverb

Abstract: More than twenty years after the collapse of the totalitarian regime
in Albania, the archives of the state security apparatus (Sigurimi) have yet to
be opened. The horror of the Hoxha regime remains under lock and key. Not
one word is lost on the network of political prisons and the state security apparatus in the history schoolbooks; in today’s only history text about Albania
written by a university scholar, that addresses some details of the socialist period, this part of the socialist past is also left out.
The lack of initiative from the government or any other state organisation to
address this situation has led to setting up a number of alternative civil society
organisations that focus on this issue.
One of these is a very important movement in northern Albania, having at its
core a disparate but vibrant publishing industry that provides space for the local
actors to publish their memories and experiences. Two genres of writing can be
identified here: local histories and family histories. Common to both are motifs
of local patriotism and personal sacrifice, but the local histories – mainly of
specific villages and towns – tend to be apologetic of the regime while the family histories tend more often to be those of victims and opponents of the regime.
Keywords: local history, family histories, local publishers, Albania.

Introduction
It took almost twenty years for the archives of the Albanian state security
apparatus (Sigurimi i Shtetit) to be opened even a little, with the passing in
2010 of the law founding the Instituti i Studimeve për Krimet dhe Pasojat e
Komunizmit (ISKK - Institute for the Study of the Crimes and Consequences
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of Communism).1 The issue of addressing the crimes of the regime had been
all but ignored until that time.2 Previous laws that had been passed that would
have made it necessary to probe and consider past political activities and,
specifically, any collaboration with the Sigurimi apparatus, on the part of
higher state officials have either been ignored or overturned by the courts3.
The horror of Hoxha’s regime remains – de facto – under lock and key.
Hardly a word is lost on the network of political prisons and the state security
apparatus in the history schoolbooks; in the rare histories of Albania written by
university scholars that address the communist period in any detail (i.e. Duka
2007), this aspect of communist rule is conveniently left out. The glaring
lack of initiative on the part of the central government or any official, stateproximate organisation to remedy this fact has been challenged repeatedly by
better known former political prisoners, most prominent among them Fatos
Lubonja,4 and a number of them have published accounts of their years of
persecution and internment (Pllumi 2006, Zhiti 2012), but the issue is far
from being one of broad public interest or discussion. The political prisoners
of the past have not yet been permitted a voice in greater society. They have
found an open ear above all among foreign scholars (i.e. Niegelhall and
Ponisch 2001) and among foreign activists and NGOs.5 That said, alternatives
to addressing this national desiderata have emerged allowing at least some of
the victims of the regime to find a form of justice.
In the northern Albanian town of Rrëshen, in the communities and among
the people that feel in some way attached to this regional capital, a discrete but
notable movement has materialised addressing this very controversial period
of recent Albanian history. The people have taken the work of reconciliation
into their own hands. At the core of this movement is a disparate but vibrant
1
This chapter is based on nine months of fieldwork in and around Rrëshen between June
2008 and February 2009. The fieldwork took place within the framework of a comparative research project on “Visual and Aural Representation of Identity in Albania” financed by the Fritz
Thyssen Foundation. The arguments presented here were first made in papers given in the Doktorandenkolloquium of the Institute for Music, Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg on 20
October 2009 and at the conference “Audiovisual Media and Identity in Southeastern Europe”,
8-10 April 2010, Lutherstadt Wittenberg and have in part been published previously in Hemming 2011. My thanks to the participants of both events for their questions and comments. I am
also much indebted to Bledar Kondi for his always critical and always constructive comments.
2
Parliament decision no. 10242 of 25 February 2010. The Institute took up its work on
1 October 2011.
3
cf. Eichner 2010: 72.
4
Fatos Lubonja’s most recent attempt to come to terms with the history of political imprisonment in communist Albanian led to the Exhibition “Spaç – People/Things” in the Promenade Gallery, Tirana in December 2011; cf. http://www.thepromenadegallery.org/exhibitions/
fatos-lubonja-spac-people-things.html (last access 17 January 2014).
5
Such as the Osteuropazentrum Berlin (http://www.osteuropa-zentrum.de) or the primarily Danish-financed Albanian Rehabilitation Centre for Torture Victims (http://www.arct.org/).
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publishing industry that has emerged to provide a forum for local actors
to make public their memories and experiences. In the following a genres
of writing that can be identified within this movement will be introduced,
namely that of local and family histories. These works will be situated in
a local, rural space in which disputes on the interpretation of the past, of
(perceived) justice and injustice shape everyday life.
The Setting: Rrëshen, Mirdita
The historical region of Mirdita, almost twice the size of the contemporary
political unit of that name (cf. N. Gega 2006) is essentially the mountainous
drainage basin of the rivers Mati, Fani i Vogël and Fani i Madh (the little
and the big Fan). The rocky peaks reach altitudes of 2000 metres and dictate
the local social and economic structures6. The region was divided historically
into a number of bajrak, more or less clan-based administrative units under
the authority of the Gjonmarkaj, the region’s leading family.7 The men of
these exogamous clans earned a living as shepherds, as mercenaries and as
highwaymen8, a major trade route connecting the fertile Kosovo basin to the
Adriatic coast transversing the region. In the course of the 20th century and
especially in the communist period, logging and mining – primarily copper
and chrome – became central economic activities. Logging continues to be
important to this day, even if it is mostly illegal logging for the local firewood
market (Marku 2008). The last of the mines – inefficient and outdated – was
closed in 1996.
Today’s political and cultural centre of Mirdita is Rrëshen, a town of
ca. 8000 residents some 80 kilometres from the Albanian capital of Tirana.
Rrëshen became the capital of the District in 1949 much by default.
A politically marginal village formerly called Lumth9, it was chosen as
cf. Kaser 1992 57-59.
Bajrak is a much-discussed term that can be best and most directly translated as ‘standard’
or ‘flag’ (Qesku 2000: 26). Of Turkish origin (and thus often replaced by flamur (flag) in discourse – although not in Mirdita) the term has caused a great deal of confusion among early
ethnographers and later scholars. Kaser (1992) and Ulqini (1991) have found the origins of the
term in the Ottoman military administration: The office of the bajraktar (standard bearer) was
founded as an institution parallel to the fis (clan) in an attempt to establish indirect rule in the
Sanxhak of Shkodër at the end of the 18th century. The bajraktar’s primary responsibility was to
collect taxes and provide for troops when necessary. The bajrak was the territory under his command. The local interpretation is somewhat different, the twelve bajrak that make up Mirdita
are the core of the local origin myth with which many (oral) narratives begin.
8
cf. Durham 1909: 323.
9
Villages in northern Albania are even today very often little more than a gathering of
dispersed houses with no clearly visible centre. As opposed to the Communist period, in which
60% of the Albanian population lived in rural communities, these are today virtually deserted,
6
7
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administrative centre mostly because it stood closest to the convergence of
two major rivers in the region. Other historical centres – Orosh, Shpal or
Reps, the former seat of the Gjonmarkaj, the latter two hosting at various
times the sub-prefecture in the pre-communist period and each with long
histories of integration into the local social and kinship structures of the
bajrak – would have been inappropriate for the task at hand, namely the
integration of the region into the centralised communist state. And a great
deal of integration needed to be done! From the local Mirditan perspective,
the communists were, after the Italians and Germans, yet another group of
outsiders trying to force themselves into and onto traditional local structures,
and they were met with anything but open arms. In the official history of
Albania, the War of Liberation ended in November 1944, when the German
columns retreated north across the border to Montenegro. The fact that local
groups with divergent loyalties – the nationalist, quisling Balli Kombëtar, the
royalist Legaliteti, and independent local patriots unwilling to accept any form
of central government of any kind – fought on, at least for a time, remains
a footnote in official histories. In some places, and parts of Mirdita were
among them, it took until 1953 for the authorities to break down the violent
resistance. It is no coincidence that one of the most infamous political prisons
– cum - labour camps in Albania – Spaç – is in Mirdita.
Spaç, as a political prison, was among the most loathsome of a whole
network of communist institutions that were established in the region.10 Only
men were interred in Spaç, both common criminals and political prisoners
housed in separate cellblocks, but all were forced to work in the attached
copper pyrite mine. In other internment camps whole families were held
prisoners, children were born and grew up there. With this looming threat in
the background, new political, Party and cultural structures, new education
structures and a mixture of local and imported communist elites, the dictates
of the Party in Tirana began to be put into practice on the local level. They
were radiating out from the new District centre of Rrëshen. Built on the
banks of the River Zmeja, an arm of the Fani i Vogël on the site of the village
of Lumth – of which no traces remain, neither in physical space nor, with
very few exceptions, in local memory – the town of Rrëshen was established
on the side of a hill on the basis of two roads converging at an acute angle.
Communist vintage maps of the town reveal the dense aggregation of buildings
housing the various Party and state institutions necessary for reproducing the
centralised regime. Between and around these buildings stood ca. 30 pallate
parafabrikate, 4-5 storied concrete apartment blocks in which the residents of
the town were housed. On a hill overlooking the town was a copper processing
especially in the winter months. Many families still practice subsistence agriculture on the
family land in the summer but move to live with relatives in the new urban centres when the
weather turns in late fall.
10
For a more detailed description of the prison see Amnesty International 1984: 36-43.
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factory; the central buildings of a collective pig farm were situated across the
river on the road leading along the ridge between the two Fan Rivers.
From Rrëshen the communist project was slowly spread into the mountains,
so slowly that it took until the late 1960s for the regime to feel secure enough
to collectivise the land. Mirdita was among the last regions in Albania where
this most important communist policy was put into practice. This was due
to the extremely steep and rocky terrain, which was little suited for any form
of large scale centralised agriculture. Until that time, local families kept small
flocks of goats or sheep and grew subsistence crops of maize, beans and other
vegetables on disparate plots. But there was also a great deal of reluctance to
accept collectivisation on the part of the population, which remained wellintegrated into the existing clan structures.
This core conflict between the centralised state and a reluctant population,
between those who in some way profited from the regime (either indirectly
or as Party members or functionaries) and those who suffered at its hands,
persists today in an extreme political polarisation. There are two political
camps: one under the leadership of the Partia Socialiste (PS), the successor
of the Partia e Punës e Shqipërisë (PPSH; Albanian Party of Labour) and the
other under the umbrella of the Partia Demokratike (PD), the first opposition
party founded in Albania in 1990.11
Since the collapse of the communist regime in 1991, the appearance of the
region and its capital has changed significantly. Rrëshen has grown massively
in population since the regime changed. Many villagers have moved to the
town, more than compensating for those who left to try their luck as farmers
on former state farm lands. They moved to communities along the national
road, larger towns such as Lezha or Laç in the lowlands, to Tirana or abroad
(on these migration and de-collectivisation processes see, among others, Lemel
1998, de Waal 2004). A significant number of people who themselves or
whose families originated from the region but lived and worked elsewhere in
the country (by compulsion or by conviction) during the communist period,
returned to the region as well (cf. for an example, Kaser 1995).
Today, the bashkia (municipality), the schools and the hospital are the
largest and most important employers. The town also has a large semi-formal
bazaar in which all necessary household goods can be found. The Catholic
Church is also very present, Rrëshen being home to the Bishop and, therefore,
Diocese. The whole region experienced a brief boom between 2006 and 2009
with the construction of the central section of the so boastfully dubbed Rruga
e Kombit (national highway) connecting Prishtina in Kosova to the port of
11
Although tempting, the rote association of the PD with those who suffered at the hands
of the regime and the PS with those who profited in some way from it would be too simple. At
the last count a total of 14 political parties were represented locally in Mirdita and were more or
less active. Five parties have seats in the Rrëshen municipal council. A record of 66 parties were
on the ballot for the national elections on 23 June 2013 (cf. Schmidt-Neke 2013).
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Durrës. Bechtel-Enka, the American-Turkish contractor hired three-thousand
men and women from communities along the planned route through Mirdita.
The bubble nevertheless quickly burst with the completion of the most intensive
labour work on the road in November 2008 (Hemming 2009b). Remittances
continue to be the primary source of income for most families and especially
those in the villages, who have returned to raising small flocks of goats or sheep
and growing subsistence crops of maize, beans and other vegetables on disparate
plots. There are hopes that the mining industry can be reinvigorated – the
mining rights having been sold to two Canadian companies.
Addressing the crimes of the regime - first attempts
During the late 1980s, the regime in Albania slowly began to implement
reforms. The isolationist course that Enver Hoxha had insisted on since the
country‘s falling out with China in 1976 could no longer be maintained.
The people were tired of “eating grass”.12 Official diplomatic relations with
more and more countries restarted. But Party Secretary Ramiz Alia‘s reforms
were too little and too late and in the summer of 1990 – on the 2nd of July to
be exact – the first of what would soon be 4500 unemployed men stormed
the foreign embassies. Others looked south and fled across the Greek border
– a total of 250 000 people in the first year.13 By early 1992, two elections
had taken place and the oppositional Partia Demokratike took the power. The
Partia Demokratike took the lead in Rrëshen as well. In an attempt to recapture
the public space, a reminiscence of the communist appropriation of that
same space forty years earlier, a monument dedicated to the anti-communist
luftëtarve të lirisë (freedom fighters) was built on the grounds of the local
museum in 1993. One of the rooms in the museum was dedicated to the fate
of tradition and religion under the communists and to the memory of anticommunist fighters, replacing the exhibit on the development of socialism.
But while it replaced the communist narrative of the shaping of the ‘new
man’ in content, both the exhibit and the monument recreated the socialist
teleology and the socialist aesthetic.

Enver Hoxha responded in 1961 to the Soviet stoppage of grain deliveries in an attempt
to put Albania under pressure that the Albanians would “rather eat grass than give in.” The
apothegm has taken on many faces since then and became, after two successive crop failures in
late 1980s, a sad reality.
13
Almost one tenth of the population at the time; cf. Vickers and Pettifer 1997 for a more
detailed account of these events.
12
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Figure 1: „Anticommunist fighters
from Rrëshen“ - a clearly
defaced panel from the
first exhibit opened
ca. 1993 dedicated to
the anti-communist
luftëtarve të lirisë. Five
of seven panels in the
exhibit listed the names
and photographs of men
(and a few women) killed
by the communists;
June 2008 (Photo: A.
Hemming).

Figure 2: “Mirdita: dismembered and bled dry“- the introductory panels from the first exhibit on
the fate of the region and anti-communist luftëtarve të lirisë; June 2008 (Photo: A. Hemming).
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When I mentioned my irritation about the discrepancy between the chosen
aesthetic and the transmitted message, the teacher and local intellectual that I
was talking to, responded: “I know, but we didn’t know any different”.
The recently appointed museum director, Nikoll Toma and his assistant
Nikoll Doda attempted to develop a new narrative for the museum.14
Comparing the first two rooms (the only two rooms in the exhibit that after
15 years of neglect provided any clues to how they were organised in this time)
to the plan for the new exhibit delineated by Toma and Doda in 1991, they
did at least purge the narrative of any overtly Hoxhaist ideology. The narrative
is clearly a local one, focusing not on national issues but on regional facts and
the local interpretation of the national grand narrative. It began with defining
Mirdita not as the administrative unit that in socialist times was very often
referred to only as Rrëshen, but what in local discourse has come to be called
Mirdita historike (historical Mirdita), a region close to twice the size of the
administrative unit.15
Figure 3:
“Mirdita” - the opening
panel of the first postcommunist era exhibit
sets the tone that is
reflected in the opening
panels of the exhibit on
the fate of the region
during the communist
regime. The region is
redefined in its historical
boundaries; June 2008
(Photo: A. Hemming).

14
For a more detailed history of the museum see Hemming 2013, on the museum landscape in communist Albania in general see Adhami 2001.
15
Discussions were opened during the implementation of a municipal reform in 2009 to
reconstitute historical Mirdita as a Qark (district), but while all parties were willing to involve,
the (for many reasons impracticable) idea fell on deaf ears in Tirana.
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This was followed by short quotes from descriptions of the region by foreign
travellers from the turn of the 20th century, including Ami Boue (1840),
Edith Durham (1909), Baron Franz Nopcsa (1912) and Max Lambertz
(1916) and a topographic and geographic overview. The historical narrative
starts from the Illyrians to the Middle Ages and the Kanun of Lekë Dukagin
and closes with the reign of King Zog (cf. Tomes 2003). At each stage the
focus was on the role of Mirdita in relation to greater Albanian history. The
rest of the exhibit can only be reconstructed from papers and covers the War
of Liberation (that is, World War Two) and its aftermath, called here the lufta
kundër bandave (war against bands or band war), the work of several heronjtë
e popullit (heroes of the people) and the subsequent industrial and agricultural
development of the region. One final display panel was reserved for the local
democratisation process.
This new exhibit returned the name Mirdita to the forefront and included
the role of religion and religious actors in the historical narrative. But it was
anything but revolutionary, which might also by why, when asked, no one
in the community remembers anything having been changed in the exhibit
and associate it with the period para viteve 90 (before 1990). Toma and Doda
were caught in the crossfire in a deeply divided community, between the
nostalgia of old functionaries (i.e. Gjoka 2003) and the anger of the formerly
të deklasuar (i.e. Gjomarkaj 2008).16 It would not have mattered what the
exhibit was like, one faction would not have been happy. Toma and Doda‘s
attempt to walk the line was doomed to fail. “It was a very difficult time”, so
said the very monosyllabic Nikoll Toma, when I tried to interview him on this
time. His silence spoke volumes. The apparently indefatigable Nikoll Doda
went so far as to move to the premises for a period of time in the winter of
1993/94 to ensure security.17 Nikoll Toma eventually moved to the harbour
city of Durrës, whereas Nikoll Doda migrated to Italy in the early 2000s.
When I began my fieldwork in Rrëshen in 2008, the museum and
monument were in ruins. Children played in the unkempt undergrowth
of the museum yard, using the cobblestone pathways there as make-believe
catwalks to play Miss Albania. Bored youths broke windows. Artefacts had
disappeared and the property had become a convenient dump for all kinds
of junk (cf. Ndoja 2005). But the museum received a new lease on life, it
had a new director – Pjetër Marku – who took his job seriously, unlike his
16
Literally: „declassed“. Whole families were often „declassed“ when one of their members
was caught or simply accused of treason against the state, for example in one of the many
purges that took place between 1944 and 1991. The families were ostracised from society,
young people were refused access to secondary and higher education and were condemned to
work in menial tasks in parts of the country far away from their home region, or they were
interned for years at a time.
17
As per a letter that I found in the museum archives written to the police commissariat on
09 February 1994 explaining the situation. Police patrols were clearly insufficient at the time.
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predecessor (Nikoll Toma’s immediate successor), who was glad to take the
meagre salary but otherwise lacked any interest in his position. Pjetër Marku
was appointed director of the museum in the closing months of 2007. A
painter, art teacher and Party functionary until 1991, he became head of
the Shtëpia e Kultures (house of culture) in 2001 after a decade of unofficial
exile from the public office. He was reassigned to the position of museum
director – a clearly less prestigious position in the municipal hierarchy – after
a conflict with the mayor. He was a little out of his league but determined to
make something out of the situation. The municipality initially refused to
support him in his work, except for paying him his salary and fitting his not
so modern office with an old computer, but it relented when he presented
two successful applications for co-funding from both an American and a
Swedish NGO. Municipal workers began reconstructing the building and
its immediate environs. The monument to the anti-communist luftëtarve të
lirisë was inaugurated again on 17 August 2008 in co-operation with the local
leadership of the Shoqata te Përndjekurve Politikë (Society of the Politically
Persecuted). The ceremony was accompanied by the opening of a new exhibit
on the (victims of ) communist persecution.

Figure 4: The ceremonial rededication of the monument to the luftëtarve të lirisë. The American
flag was hung upside-down by accident; August 2008 (Photo: A. Hemming).
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Local narratives of pain and pride
The above-mentioned Shoqata e të Përndjekurve Politikë is somewhat of a
toothless tiger, being embroiled in common conflicts on narrative authority
with the government and other non-government institutions, which it sees
as competitors18. Questions on whether purged members of the Party elite
should also be included as victims of the regime they once served, and their
unwillingness to compromise or cooperate with other institutions, have led
to impasses in finding a common narrative. Robbed of an opportunity to
identify with any form of national narrative in which they might be able to
tell their own stories and find some form of inner peace or justice, many local
elders have sought for an alternative. Their need to tell their story, to make
sense of their personal history is so great that they turned to writing and
publishing their own histories.
These histories often go beyond purely autobiographical memories,
although the latter may be found from time to time (cf. Bushati 2011). The
authors are quite often their own publishers, co-opting family and friends to
edit, format and sometimes even translate their work. The lack of any centrally
organised book distribution network means that they are also responsible
for advertising and distributing their books to the booksellers in the urban
centres. It goes without saying that the authors have to pay for all this
themselves. A number of smaller publishers have emerged to fill this growing
niche, providing the services and channelling the resources necessary for such
endeavours. In Rrëshen this need among the local population to tell a story
that had been suppressed, to finally express an identity that stood contrary
to the dictates of the regime evolved into what became known as the Shtëpia
botuese “Mirdita” (Mirdita Publishing House). Founded around the extremely
influential figure of Nikoll Toma, the publishing house was set up in 1997 as
a forum to give expression to these desires. The first book published there was
the small volume Mirdita. Artikuj dhe studime historike (Mirdita. Historical
Articles and Studies; Toma 1997), a collection of papers written in the last
years of the communist period, until that time slumbered in the archives of
the museum, and newer papers, all authored by local intellectuals. In alliance
with Gjon Jaku, a local who had opened a printing press in Tirana after the
collapse of the regime (under the company names GEER or, alternatively,
Mirgeeralb), they began to publish, among other things, literary works,
poetry, biographies (Toma 2004), anniversary volumes (Toma 2000), more
or less scholarly monographs (Dedaj 1999, Marku 2001, N. Gega 2006) and
conference volumes (Toma and Pulaj 2001, Toma 2003). The names of half
a dozen activists repeat themselves, editing, reviewing and writing forwards
for one another (among them the already mentioned Nikoll Toma, teacher
18

cf. Niegelhall and Ponisch 2001: 99-102.
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and director of the local museum from 1990 until 2004, the teachers Bardhok
Pulaj and Ndue Dedaj and the biologist, state health inspector and philatelist
Gjon Marku), but it was far from being a closed group. By 2008, much of the
publishing work – the editing and formatting – had been taken over by Gjon
Jaku in Tirana and his company has functioned since then as a publisher as well
as a printer. Running such a cottage publishing house, said Ndue Dedaj in an
interview, was an enormous drain of time and a significant financial burden.
A very prominent genre that stands out in the catalogue of the Shtëpia
botuese “Mirdita”, its successors GEER and Mirgeeralb, and the many other
small publishers that are active in this market, is local and family history.
The authors are local intellectuals, most often (retired) teachers or municipal
employees. In some cases they are autodidacts, a status they carry with pride,
like a badge of honour. These well-read and anything but unintelligent men
(and we are, throughout, only talking about men) were, as the progeny of të
deklasuar families, prohibited from enjoying any form of higher education. All
of these authors are hindered by a lack of any source of written material. The
libraries and archives of the various state enterprises have been destroyed, the
archives of the municipality, assuming they still exist, are kept under lock and
key. Most local museums have been closed and are in ruins, and getting access
to their archives, again assuming they have survived, is virtually impossible.
But there are plenty photos, and with the advent of easy-to-use scanners and
USB-drives in the last decade, their distribution has become a child’s play.
The problem here is that their provenience is most often unknown, a matter
of debate or embedded in oral history. Thus, most of the materials that these
authors, interested in writing local and family histories, have access to, are
oral histories and books that are again based on such oral histories. It may be
a result of this forced reliance on oral history, or it may just as well be their
education during the communist regime, where socialist realism dominated
art and literature, but teleological motifs of local patriotism and personal
suffering and sacrifice dominate the narratives. The local histories – primarily
of specific villages and towns – tend to be apologetic of the regime, focussing
on economic and cultural development (Gjoka 2003, Marku 2004, P. Gega
2006, Vorfi 2006). Others lose themselves in ethnographic detail (Kalaj 2008).
The family histories (i.e. Gjomarkaj 2008; Markagjoni 2008, Pergega 2008)
are dominated by the descendants of the Gjonmarkaj, the region’s leading
family until the communist takeover. That is, by victims of the regime.
Filip Gjomarkaj‘s Mirdita dhe Gjomarkajt (Mirdita and the Gjomarkaj)
is worth a closer look because it is a very transparent example of the role
these publications play in the local historical discourse. Although divided pro
forma into eight chapters of varying length, the book has two very unequal
parts. The first 40 pages are a rote history of the region and its role in the
greater history of Albania. The remaining 150 pages trace the lives of the
more famous men (and a few women) of the extended Gjonmarkaj family,
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beginning with Kapidan Bib Dod Pasha (1820-1868)19 and ending with his
own children, nieces and nephews, each in an encyclopaedic biographical
sketch of on average of two pages, accompanied by a photograph. The fact
that many of them were interned – in Spaç and elsewhere – plays a significant
role. He presents a list of 74 extended family members who spent at least some
time as political prisoners20. Filip Gjomarkaj was himself interned in Tepelena
as a five-year-old, with his mother, grandmother and brother, for three years,
from 1949-1952. He spent the rest of his working years in a military labour
battalion and in a cooperative, and became an officer of the Republican Guard
in the 1990s21. But it is also important to observe that several better known
communists are included in the family tree and profiled as well.
Be they family or local histories, the books present narratives that are very
much the product of their time – a time, I would suggest, at the point of
transition between traditional and modern society and between traditional
and modern forms of communication. In other words: between orality and
literacy. While they lived in a country thrust into the modern world and while
many of them were educated in modern schools and universities, these authors
were still products of a pre-modern society. Their writing stands as a witness
to the fact that they are embedded in familiar, locally accepted traditional
forms and patterns of communication that can be heard even today on the
street in rural Albania and even, although increasingly less so, among younger
generations.22 Their knowledge and writing proficiency is, especially in the
smaller towns and villages, often subsumed to a mannerism more common to
societies without formal systems of education, that is, to an oral tradition of
history and storytelling in rhythm, rhyme and song. Studied in the Balkans
for the first time in the late 1920s in the context of the epic narrative (Parry
1930, Lord 1960), history in oral societies is reproduced through specifically
structured epic songs and narratives, sayings and anecdotes. But these are
not only reproductions of local knowledge. They are also the reproduction of
society and its core tenets, as well as the means by which these are reflected
upon. And they are not limited to the past but bleed into the reflection of
current day-to-day events, which are discussed and interpreted on the basis
of sayings and anecdotes. With each telling of an event, a new version of an
Kapidan is the local term for leader or chieftain. Bib Dod Pasha‘s son and successor Preng
Bibë Doda was known as the “Prince of Mirdita” and achieved relative fame in the gushing last
chapter of M. Edith Durham‘s High Albania (1909) and as a member of the government of
Prince Wied (Heaton-Armstrong 2005).
20
Gjomarkaj 2008: 108-10.
21
Gjomarkaj 2008: 125-6.
22
Most obvious is the common greeting ritual in which one is asked in a staccato of two
to three word questions, how one is, how one’s health is, how one’s wife, husband or children
are, how work is going and so on. When larger groups are greeted by a villager it can take quite
some time until everyone is interviewed in this manner.
19
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Figure 5: Scribbling that accompanied an interview. On the left: names of historical figures
claimed to have roots in the region, including the Albanian priest, poet and national icon Gjergj
Fishta and Mother Theresa, listed on the reverse side of the tab. On the right: largely illegible
illustration of an argument on an empty sugar packet; July 2008 (Photo: A. Hemming).

unfixed narrative text is added to a collective tradition in a very specific frame.
And very specific, implicit cultural ground rules exist that define the context
in which these narratives flourish. In the local case, these include, as elsewhere,
deference to elders and their knowledge.23 But names and genealogies are
also listed to underline or give authority to an argument, often with (in the
Western scholarly sense) marginal or no relevance. The family and their clan
relationships to the protagonists are underlined. In discussions in a cafe these
lists and relationships, as well as dates, calculations and small drawings are
written down on pieces of paper or napkins to illustrate or prove a point. After
that they are passed around to the other participants of the discussion in order
to be revised.
The anthropologist Roger D. Abrahams described these cultural ground
rules as a “working definition of culture as practice”24 meaning narrative
practice which can range from the telling of a folk tale to a political speech,
23
In a questionnaire given to students from the local secondary school, their opinion was
divided on the value of oral history. About half of the students considered their schoolbooks
better and more accurate sources of information on recent Albanian history than their elders
while the other half trusted the narratives of their elders more than their schoolbooks.
24
Abrahams 1986: 226.
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and which must meet the narrative rules. If this is so is decided upon by the
audience. The verdict is signalled appropriately: a child will protest if a folk tale
is not told properly; the men sitting around a table will if necessary interrupt
and negotiate the course of a narrative. Thus, a narrative becomes a forum for
finding consensus. Radical ideas or interpretations that do not find consensus
at that point in time are suppressed. Elements that are no longer appropriate
are left out. This process of the negotiation of the narrative course has the
result that “in each generation, therefore, the individual memory will mediate
the cultural heritage in such a way that its new constituents will adjust to the
old by the process of interpretation [...] and whatever parts of it have ceased
to be of contemporary relevance are likely to be eliminated by the process
of forgetting”25. The anthropologists Jack Goody and Ian Watt called this
process of forgetting structural amnesia. They demonstrated this phenomenon
by comparing West African origin myths recorded several decades apart.
Viewed from within, these narratives reflect a tradition that does not change.
And tradition in this sense is extremely conservative – not in the sense of it
maintaining some kind of original, enduring authenticity but quite the opposite,
in that it is in a position to develop a consensus on the adoption and adaptation
of new elements in such a way that this process becomes invisible from within.
For Goody and Watt, a society loses this flexibility when it adopts written
texts to record narratives. While this might be true if that society also adopted
a slavish adherence to these written texts and their content. This is not the case
in Mirdita. These books in which local and family histories are presented are
seen less as a source of information than as a mnemonic device for initiating a
discussion – and not only in their reception. Even their writing is a consensual
process. The authors sit in a café – or in the office of the history museum –
with other activists and discuss different elements that will appear in the book
they are planning; they show and discuss the photographs that they intend to
use to accompany the text. These form the basis of discussions and debates.
In the writing process, existing literature is listed in a bibliography, but the
texts are free of any exact citation. The bibliographies are thus more symbolic
in nature, the basis for a claim to authority. When the book is complete and
printed, highly ritualised, clearly structured presentations of the book are
organised and it is discussed and read in excerpts. A discussion will follow that
will continue into the closing reception. There the participants of the event
buy the book. Flipping through its pages they comment to one another on the
photographs and on a few random excerpts read in passing. For a few days the
event and the book will be a topic of discussion in the cafés of the town, then
the stirred dust will settle. The process of negotiating and writing the history
of the region and of the people living in it will have moved one step further.
The books themselves are as standardised as the event in which these books
25

Goody and Watt 1968: 30.
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are presented. Again, many of the authors have little formal education, and
those that do, have often slipped into more traditionally structured modes
of communication and a rhetoric clearly marked by teleological, socialist
realist motifs. A narrative will begin in time immemorial and reiterate the
origin narrative of the region before moving on to the specific chosen topic.
The family histories are marked less by the attempt to develop a coherent
narration, a feature met more in the encyclopaedic presentation of individual
biographies of its primarily male members.
Conclusion
Written histories are published in the Albanian region of Mirdita, that
are slowly beginning to address the fate of individuals and families that
were politically oppressed in the communist regime. This is not (yet) a mass
phenomenon and its further development will depend, among other things,
on how the government in Tirana intends to address the issue of the history
of political oppression in the country. In its form and content, this emerging
genre reflects local standards of discourse, couched at its core in an oral form
of narrative storytelling. The books themselves become mnemonic devices in
these oral histories. The books repeat, underline and maintain an ideal form
of representation reduced to a name, a portrait, or a few key facts that in its
simplest form can be found repeatedly in other forms of representation of
local history in general and in the specific case of both heroes and victims of
the communist regime26. It is no coincidence that the central publication of
the Instituti i Studimeve për Krimet dhe Pasojat e Komunizmit will be a multiple
volume encyclopedia (Qazimi 2012, 2013).
But this encyclopaedic approach to how history is being presented has also
attracted criticism. There is the fear that the superficial narrative will never pass
this simple phase of listing names and dates. This is a legitimate fear, rooted
in an established tendency in much of the literature being produced by local
authors (e.g. Toma 1998; Gjeloshi 2012). It is the continuation of a Hoxhaist
model27 of commemorating individuals who have sacrificed their lives for the
movement, a commemoration that has been adapted to represent local icons,
whose status as Mirditorë is a priori to all other considerations. Like in the
example of Filip Gjomarkaj’s Mirdita dhe Gjomarkajt, the criteria of being
from the region or part of the extended family are considered more important
than political inclination. Communist partisans and anti-communist guerrillas
are treated equally as krenarë (a word signifying pride but also implying
patriotism). The focus on short portraits also gives the author the opportunity
to avoid taking a closer look, commenting all too comprehensively or taking
cf. Niegelhall and Ponisch 2001: 99-100, Hemming 2011: 261-263.
The jury is out on to what degree Enver Hoxha based his specific approach to rule on
local structures of (family) loyalty or on Stalinist models (cf. Tönnes 1980).
26
27
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an all too concrete a position, something that would run contrary to the need
for achieving consensus, an almost yearned for structural amnesia leading to
irrelevance and forgetting of the individual experience of political persecution
and internment. In drawing on this traditional, oral-based form of discourse –
of putting family ties and ancestry above personal experience – the focus is put
not on laying blame, finding guilty parties and taking sides but on integrating
disparate discourses, washing away individual differences for the good of the
community. This is another form of closure: members of the community that
were once ostracised are recognised and return to the fold – and when doing so
they ensure that this does not split the community into victim and victimiser.
The collapse of the totalitarian system in 1991 was complete, described in
local terms as ne nuk kishim shtet (“we had no state”). This situation lasted for
years, especially outside the major urban centres. The police still have limited
power because, among other things, of lack of equipment and the fact that
they are mingled in local kinship and patronage structures28. This resulted
in a revival of more or less traditional social structures subsumed, at least in
northern Albania, under the term “customary law” or kanun (cf. Pichler 1995;
Schwandner-Sievers 1999, 2001, 2004; Voell 2003, 2004). But while the
popular and scholarly focus has been on the phenomenon of blood feuding
inherent to this customary law, even during the communist period (i.e. Voell
2011), the kanun is, above all a moral system29, a social code for structuring
society, for preventing conflicts and, when they arise, for finding a solution
(cf. Yamamoto 2001).30 Its revival, although incomplete,31 in the wake the
collapse of the state, was not so much of a conscious decision, but more of a
re-emergence of a deeply ingrained habitus (Voell 2004) that I have described
here in terms of a return to an oral-based tradition of communication. Part of
this return to a pre-communist habitus is the symbolism, the categories and
the vocabulary of a kanun-discourse32. Nataša Gregorič Bon (2008) described
a similar phenomenon in a southern Albanian case in terms of ”mapping”,
of anchoring one’s sense of belonging in narratives of locality, mobility and
migration. In northern Albania and in Mirdita especially, migration is less of
a historical phenomenon,33 even if it does play a significant role today. The
cf. for example Stahl 2010: 145.
Schwandner-Sievers 1999: 151.
30
Yamamoto’s essay has taken on a life of its own in the villages of Mirdita. One elder was
convinced it was a best seller and had been published in a print run of three million copies.
31
Incomplete because, among other things, two-thirds of the elders who might have been
able to transmit more or less accurately the workings of the kanun to younger generations were
murdered by communist partisans in the autumn of 1944 (Schwandner-Sievers 2001: 103) or
were interned and died in the years thereafter.
32
Schwandner-Sievers 1999: 137-8.
33
The most pointed response to one of my usual questions about the existence of a local
migration tradition was: “The only place we ever migrate to is the grave.” Cf. Hemming 2009a
on the role migration plays in local life today.
28
29
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anchor of belonging is instead to be found in family and clan relationships,
in the history of these families and in the territory of Mirdita. While in other
situations the return to traditional structures must necessarily be seen as a
step back, in terms of coming to terms with a communist past that often
split extended families right down the middle and in some cases cast brother
against brother, this focus on reconciliation and on integrating disparate
discourses and the memories of all members of these extended family is justice
of another kind.
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